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1711       The Foundational Work of Scottish Common Sense Philosophy 
 

SHAFTESBURY, The Third Earl of, [Anthony Ashley Cooper]. Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times. In 
Three Volumes. [no publisher], [no place], 1711. Volume 1: TP + iii-iv = Preface + [v] = Note + Two half title pages + 3-364; 
Volume 2: TP + half title + 5-443; Volume 3: TP + half title + 1-344 + [345]-[417] = Index (+ Corrigenda), Octavo. First Edition. 

 

$ 4,500 
 

This book brings together is a collection of pieces written by Shaftesbury between 1699 and 1711.  
 
Volume One comprises: “A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm” (1708), the important “Sensus Communis (Common Sense), an Essay 
on the Freedom of Wit and Humor” (1709) and “Soliloquy, or, Advise to an Author” (1710).   
 
Volume Two contains two essays: a revised version of “An Inquiry Concerning Virtue, or Merit” (originally published in 1699) 
and “The Moralists, a Philosophical Rhapsody” (1709).  
 
Volume Three presents “Miscellaneous Reflections on the preceding Treatises, and other Critical Subjects” (1711). 
 
“The author who exercised the most influence on the earlier 
philosophic schools of Scotland was not Locke, but Lord 
Shaftesbury, the grandson of the Lord Chancellor 
Shaftesbury, who had been the friend of Locke… Francis 
Hutcheson did little more than expound [Shaftesbury’s] 
views, with less versatility, but in a more equable, thorough, 
and systematic manner…. Reid and Beattie got their favorite 
phrase, “common sense,’” I have no doubt, directly or 
indirectly from the treatise so entitled in the 
‘Characteristics’.” ” (McCosh, The Scottish Philosophy, pp. 
29 & 35) 
 
“Shaftesbury’s popularity in the eighteenth century was 
great; Characteristicks ran through eleven editions by 1790. 
His views had considerable influence on the rise of deism, 
on late eighteenth-century German romantic aesthetic 
thought, and on British moral philosophy. It is customary to 
view Shaftesbury as the source or founder of the moral sense 
or sentimentalist school of ethics, whose foremost members 
were Hutcheson and Hume. It is true that they took much 
from him, but in the great eighteenth-century debate as to 
whether morality is founded on reason or on sentiment, 
Shaftesbury should, perhaps, be counted on the rationalist 
side. His stress on the affections, and his talk of a reflective 
‘moral sense’ which has an immediate liking for some of our 
affections and a disliking for others, certainly makes him 
sound like a sentimentalist. Unlike Hume, however, 
Shaftesbury does not think of reason as independent of 
feeling or desire. On the contrary, as rational creatures we 
necessarily love harmony, beauty and virtue, because they 
are rationally structured. Shaftesbury, in common with the 
rationalists, believes that there are eternal moral truths which 
exist independently of us and which are revealed to us by the 
use of our reason. As a good Platonist, however, he thinks 
that reason cannot know the good without loving it.” 
                     (www.thoemmes.com/encyclopedia/shaft.htm)  

 
Lovely contemporary paneled boards with spines beautifully and unobtrusively rebacked to style. The top front spine edge of volume 
three just beginning to crack (about 2”) but very firm. There is a small book plate to inside front cover of volume 1 (“Walter T. Shirley 
II”). With a contemporary ink signature to the top, right edge of each TP and to the half title in volume 2 and on the verso of the volume 
3 front cover. Overall, a very pretty set of this rare first issue of Shaftesbury’s most influential work. 



 

1731          Cudworth’s “Best-Known Contribution to Moral Theory” 
 

CUDWORTH, Ralph. A Treatise Concerning Eternal and Immutable 
Morality, James and John Knapton, London, 1731. 1 blank leaf + engraved 
frontispiece + TP + iii-xii = The Preface + [xiii]-[xx] = The Contents + 1-303 + [304] 
= publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 2,000 
 

This treatise was published posthumously (Cudworth died in 1688) from a 
manuscript belonging to the author’s grandson, Franics Cudworth Masham and 
edited by Edward Chandler. It is the second part of Cudworth’s major treatise on 
liberty and necessity, the first being his True Intellectual System of the Universe 
(1678) and the third A Treatise on Freewill (1838). This work “is the fullest 
statement of epistemology produce by any of the Cambridge Platonist. Arguably it 
constitutes the most important statement of innate-idea epistemology by any British 
philosopher of the seventeenth century. The fundamental ethical question posed in 
A Treatise concerning Eternal and Immutable Morality is that posed in Plato’s 
Euthyphro: whether things are good because the gods will them to be good, or 
whether the gods will them because they are good.” [Sarah Hutton in Dictionary of 
Seventeenth Century British Philosophers]  
 
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy refers to this work as “Cudworth’s best-known 
contribution to moral theory.” (Vol. II, p. 272) 

 
Contemporary speckled calf. Double gilt rule to front and back covers. Spine with five 
gilt bordered raised bands and burgundy morocco label with gilt lettering. Small, dark 
and faded library label at foot of spine (all but impossible to see). The front joint is 
cracked, but extremely firm. Some interior pages browned but overall a very pretty copy 
of this surprisingly uncommon book. 
 
 
 

1734   An 18th Century Speculation on Space and Time – Refuting Samuel Clarke 
 

LAW, Edmund. An Enquiry into the Ideas of Space, Time, Immensity, and Eternity; As also the Self-Existence, Necessary 
Existence, and Unity of the Divine Nature; In Answer to a Book lately Publish’d by Mr. Jackson, entitled, The 
Existence and Unity of God proved from his Nature and Attributes. To which is added, A Dissertation upon the 
Argument a Priori for proving the Existence of a First Cause. By a Learned Hand. Printed by W. Fenner and R. Beresford 
for W. Thurlbourn, Cambridge, 1734. 1blank leaf + half title + TP + [1]-196 + [1]-98 + [99] = publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. 
First Edition.  

$ 1,500 
 

Law was a crucial figure in the revival of philosophical inquiry in Cambridge during the twenty years after his graduation in 1723. 
From a philosophical point of view his main target was Samuel Clarke, already under suspicion since his views on the Trinity were 
regarded as unorthodox. Further, his supposing that the laws of nature could be deduced a priori could be seen as denigrating the 
importance, indeed the necessity, of revelation. It was these tendencies…that Law was determined to combat. In this he was 
encouraged and aided by Daniel Waterland, Master of Magdalene College and a learned and effective defender of religious 
orthodoxy… A circle of young philosophers grew around Law, under the effective patronage of Waterland, dedicated to attacking 
Clarke’s metaphysical views, which were seen to constitute the paradigm of the a priori argument, and to developing an a posteriori 
theology and ethics in opposition to Clarke and those he had influenced. 
 
The first manifesto of this group was a translation, with massive notes, of William King’s De origine mali (1702), published in 
1731. This propounded a form of theological utilitarianism not dissimilar to Law’s but epistemologically much more conservative… 
To this was added a prefatory notice ‘chiefly written’ by John Gay. In Law’s heyday there was nobody, except perhaps David 
Hartley, who showed the ability of either Law or Gay. Both attempted to marry extreme Lockean epistemology to King’s utilitarian 
ethics… Law’s device is to add extensive notes to King’s original text discussing in great detail the matters that concerned him, of 
which the most important is the metaphysics of Samuel Clarke, most particularly as this concerned space and time and infinity. 
 



 

Law and Gay argued that Clarke and his followers had fudged the issue quite 
spectacularly by asserting that though space and time existed they were not 
substances – by which was meant matter or spirit. They could be conceived as 
attributes or modes of God, though in what sense was unclear; unclear enough to 
suppose that space and time were in some (but what?) sense part of God. This was 
inevitable if one supposed that God had certain attributes (omnipresence, infinity) 
which could have sensory reference. Law, in contrast, argued that space was not 
actually anything but an abstract idea created by the mind without any necessary 
outside reference. To suppose that space was in some way part of the essence of 
matter, or that the mere distance between two objects was space, was nonsensical. 
God was indeed everywhere present, as Clarke argued, but in a way that we cannot 
understand. 
 
The same themes are repeated in Law’s Enquiry into the Ideas of Space, Time, 
Immensity, and Eternity (1734), which has a long Appendix by Waterland giving 
a huge collection of citations against the a priori argument… 
 
Although its influence may have waned, there is no doubt that, transmitted 
through William Paley, the eighteenth-century theological utilitarianism here 
discussed, once sanitized and secularized, found itself walking through John 
Stuart Mill’s front door, perhaps without his realizing. Law and his circle were 
equally unaware of the ease with which their naturalistic ethic could be separated 
from its theological root. 

Thoemmes Press Online Encyclopedia taken from their  
Dictionary of Eighteenth-Century British Philosophers, Jack Stephens 

 
Though Law’s works were popular in his lifetime, the rise of Romanticism 
rendered them unfashionable, and they were out of print for a long time; however 
a compilation of his collected works has recently been published by the 
Thoemmes Press.  

 
Contemporary full paneled calf with lovely design work on both the front and back 
covers. Leather (but not the board) on front panel is wormed in an irregular pattern 
(1¼” tall) on lower edge of front cover. Spine with five raised bands and burgundy 
morocco spine label with gilt lettering. Contemporary ink notation on front endpaper 
including the dates “1736-7”. A really beautiful, crisp, clean, bright copy of this rare 
book.  
 
 

1735      First Edition of La Mettrie’s First Book  

His Translation of Boerhaave’s Theories on Venereal Disease 
 

LA METTRIE, Julien Offray de. Systeme de Monsieur Herman Boerhaave sur les 
maladies vénériennes (The System of Mr. Herman Boerhaave for Venereal Disease). Chez 
Prault fils, Paris, 1735. 1 blank leaf + half-title + TP + [i]-[iii] = Dedication + [iv] = 
Approbation + [v]-[viii] = Privilege du Roi + 1-213 + 1 blank leaf, 12mo. First Edition 
(Stoddard 1). 

$ 1,750 
 

La Mettrie was a student of Boerhaave while studying at Leyden. Upon his return to France, 
he made a point of spreading the Boerhaavian system, translating and annotating a number of 
his works of which this is the very first.  

 
Contemporary full leather with five raised bands on the spine with gilt decorations and the title in 
a red field. The top of the spine is just a bit worn, but otherwise this is a tight, clean and remarkably 
well preserved copy.  
 
 
 



 

 

1738               Voltaire Explains Newton to the French 

in One of the Most Beautiful Science Books Ever Printed 
 

VOLTAIRE. Elémens de la philosphie de Neuton (Elements of the Philosophy of Newton) Jacques Desbordes, Amsterdam, 
1738. Frontispiece picture of Newton at work + TP + [3]-8 + Portrait of Voltaire + [9]-399 + [400] = Errata, Octavo. First Edition 
– Desbordes Issue. (Bengesco 1570). 

$ 4,250 
 

 
Title printed in red and black with finely engraved portraits of Newton 
(frontispiece) and Voltaire, 27 engraved vignettes, 6 engraved plates, 
58 engravings in the text, 22 engraved tailpieces and 1 folding 
engraved table.  

 
The first edition of the Elémens appeared in two versions, one with the 
imprint of Étienne Ledet and the other with the imprint of Jacques 
Desbordes (no priority assigned).  
 
There are several variations between the two versions: the title vignette 
motto of the Desbordes imprint reads "Serere ne dubites" instead of 
"L’Esperance me guide." Both versions contain only twenty-five 
chapters, as Voltaire did not supply either publisher with a complete 
manuscript. A twenty-sixth chapter on fluxions was added to the 
"nouvelle edition" published in Paris the same year. 

 
This beautifully illustrated book is one of the most noted 
popularization of Newton in the early 18th century. The elegance of 
the printing and illustrations – especially the many vignettes engraved 
by Folkema, B. Picart, van Schley, Dunbourg and others – make this 
one of the most attractive of all science books.  
 
Voltaire lived in exile in England from 1725 until 1728 where he 
became an ardent admirer of the Newtonian physics and philosophy, 
which he introduced into France with this book. He may have actually 
met Newton although this is uncertain. We do know that he attended 
Newton’s funeral in 1727.  
 
Voltaire presents Newton as the discoverer of the true system of the 
world, as the embodiment of the Enlightenment victory over Christian 
theories and as the destroyer of the errors of Cartesianism. The text is 
preceded by both a poem and a dedication to Voltaire’s mistress, the 
brilliant Marquise du Ch[atelet], who likewise studied Newton and 
provided the first French translation of the Principia (1759). 

 
Fine contemporary paneled sheep with beautiful and crisp blind stamping 
and gilt borders on the front and back covers. Spine with gilt decorations in 
five compartments and gilt titling in the sixth. With the bookplate of 
William A. Cole, the distinguished collector and bibliographer of chemistry 
on the inside front cover. Above the bookplate is a contemporary ink 
signature and below it there is a typed collation list for the book dated 
“5.2.55”. On the upper corner of the flyleaf is a contemporary signature 
(crossed out with two diagonal strokes) and on the same line “Bergen 
1799.” Overall, this is a fine, bright, clean and very beautiful copy of this 
important Enlightenment book.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

1738        First Edition of La Mettrie’s Homage to  

Boerhaave’s Medical Theories (but with His Own Additions) 
 

LA METTRIE, Julien Offray de. Aphorismes de Monsieur Herman Boerhaave sur 
la connaissance et la cure des maladies (Aphorisms of Mr. Herman Boerhaave on 
the knowledge and cure of diseases). A Rennes, Place du Palais, 1738. TP + [i]-[ii] = 
Preface + [iii]-[vi] = Table des Chapitres + 1-508 + [509]-[512] = Corrections et 
Additions, 12mo. First Edition (Stoddard 4). 

$ 1,000 
 

The “Aphorisms”, while based on Boerhaave’s system of physiology, is a practical, 
pragmatic work which includes La Mettrie’s own observations and utilizes ideas from 
other schools (rival physiologists, iatromchemists) of whom Boerhaave was highly 
critical.  
 

Contemporary full leather with five raised bands on the spine with gilt title and decorations. 
There is a 1” gouge to the lower front cover. With a two-line inscription in fading 
contemporary ink on the title page bridging the ornamental device in the center of the page. 
Otherwise, a tight, clean and remarkably well preserved copy.  
 
 
 
 
 

1739             First Edition of La Mettrie’s Translation of “Treatments” 
 

LA METTRIE, Julien Offray de. Traité de la matiere medicale, pour servir a la 
composition des remédes indiqués dans les Aphorismes. Par M. Herman 
Boerhaave (Treatments in medical matters, composed according to the remedies 
indicated in the Aphorisms of Mr. Herman Boerhaave). Chez Huart & Briasson, Paris, 
1739. 2 blank leaves + TP + [iii]-xi = Preface + [xii]= Approbation + [1]-552 + [552a-
552d] = Errata + 553-560 + [561]-[564] = Privilege du Roi + 1 blank leaf, 12mo. First 
Edition (Stoddard 9). 

$ 850 
 

“In fact in his Traité de la matiere medicale, a companion piece to the Aphorismes, 
Boerhaave gave the exact recipes for remedies he had suggesting in the Aphorismes. 
He listed remedies in order of the gravity of the symptom they were to treat, from 
weakest to strongest” (Kathleen Wellman, La Mettrie: Medicine, Philosophy, and 
Enlightenment, 1992, p. 82). 
 
While La Mettrie was a devotee of Boerhaave, he was himself committed to an 
empirical, pragmatic and epistemologically more modest approach to medicine and he 
used this approach to dissent from his teacher. He was not principally motivated by 
scientific doctrines (materialism, or atomism, etc.) or by philosophic doctrines 
(sensualism and atheism), but rather by the desire for medical reform. All of his works 
– medical satires, medical treatises and translations along with his philosophical works 
– promote medical reform by undermining the medical establishment, by suggesting 
reforms to medical education and practice, and by enlightening the public.  

 
Contemporary full leather with five raised bands on the spine with gilt title and decorations. With a heavily overstruck two-line 
inscription in contemporary ink on the title page to the right of the ornamental device in the center of the page. Otherwise, a tight, clean 
and very well preserved copy.  
 

 



 

 

 

1740   First Edition of La Mettrie’s Treatise on Small-Pox 
 

LA METTRIE, Julien Offray de. Traité de la petite verole, avec la maniere de guerir 
cette maladie, suivant les principes de Mr. Herman Boerhaave (Treatise on small-
pox, with the way to cure this disease, according to the principles of Mr. Herman Boerhaave). 
Chez Huart & Briasson, Paris, 1740. 1 blank leaf + TP + iii-xxiii = Discours Preliminaire + 
[xxiv] = Table des Chapitres + [1]-190 + 1 blank leaf, 12mo. First Edition (Stoddard 10). 

 
$ 1,500 

 

An interesting exposition of the practical knowledge and theory regarding small-pox in 
1740 France.  

 
Contemporary full leather with five raised bands on the spine with gilt title and decorations. There 
are a few light gouges to the covers both front and back, but nothing unsightly or that would be 
unexpected in a book of this age. There is a lovely contemporary bookplate to the inside front 
cover: “J. F. Brossard / Chirurgien-Major / au / Regiment de Fumel / Cavalerie / 1752.” 
Otherwise, a tight, clean and remarkably well preserved copy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1743       First Edition of La Mettrie’s “Practical Medicine” 
 

LA METTRIE, Julien Offray de. Observations de medicine pratique (Observations of 
practical medicine). Chez Huart, Briasson & Durand, Paris, 1743. TP + [i]-[ii] = Dedication 
+ [iii]-[vii] = Preface + [viii]-[xiii] = Table des Observations + [xiv] = Errata + [1]-266 + 
[267]-[269] = Approbations, 12mo. First Edition (Stoddard 14). 

$ 1,250 
 

Yet another attempt by La Mettrie to correct the “theories” of contemporary medicine with 
practical, concrete observations.  

 
Contemporary full leather with five raised bands on the spine with gilt decorations and gilt title 
in a red field. The spine edges are lightly worn and just a bit chipped at the top. The covers have 
a few light gouges both front and back but nothing unsightly or that would be unexpected in a 
book of this age. Overall a very acceptable tight and clean copy of this book.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

1747       Hutcheson’s Third Major Work – on his Moral-Sense Philosophy 
 

HUTCHESON, Francis. A Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy, in Three 
Books; containing the Elements of Ethicks and the Law of Nature. 
Robert Foulis, Glasgow, 1747. TP + 1 leaf = 2 pp. = Introduction by the Translator + 
i-iv = To the Students in Universities + [vi] = Quote page + [vii]-[xvi] = Contents + 
[1]-347, 12mo in sixes. First English Edition. 

 

$ 2,500 
 

First English edition of the Philosophiae moralis institutio comprendiaria (Foulis, 
1742), “apparently the author’s own version” (Jessop), published the year following 
his death. After the Inquiry (1725) and Essay (1728), this was the third major work to 
appear in which Hutcheson advanced the “moral-sense” position against the rationalist 
one – a key issue in the debate of eighteenth-century ethics. 

 
William T. Blackstone points out that only in this work did Hutcheson attend to a 
crucial rationalist objection to the moral-sense view, which had been made explicitly 
by Price. We need not think, in Hutcheson’s words, “that according to this scheme 
which derives all our moral notions from a sense… the dignity of virtue should be 
impaired [i.e. by virtue being relativized]. For the constitution of nature is ever stable 
and harmonious…” (See Blackstone, Francis Hutcheson and Contemporary Ethical 
Theory, Athens GA, 1965, chapter 3).  

 
Contemporary calf with gilt ruled covers and spine. Binding extremities lightly rubbed and 
the spine with vertical cracks showing. Overall, a clean, tight and bright copy.  
 

1770         Holbach’s All-Out Assault on the Christian Gospels 
 

HOLBACH, Baron Paul von. Histoire critique de Jésus-Christ, ou, Analyse 
raisonnée des Evangiles (A Critical History of Jesus Christ, or, an Analysis by 
Reason of the Evangelists), No Publisher [Marc-Michel Rey], No City 
[Amsterdam] No Date [1770]. TP + III-VIII = Epître a Uranie + [I]-XXXII = 
Preface + [1]-[400], small Octavo. First Edition (Vercruysse 1770, A-4). 

 

$ 750 
 

This is the last of five works listed by the Encyclopedia of Philosophy as being 
important to Holbach’s “second phase” of writing activity which consisted of a 
relentless militancy against organized religion in general and the Catholic Church 
in particular. “The theme recurring throughout these books represented a vehement 
restatement of almost all the arguments for unbelief current in eighteenth-century 
France. The most characteristic are the following: The idea and cult of God sprang 
from the ignorant terror of primitive man seeking to placate the destructive powers 
of nature, and they have survived ever since through superstition; religious history 
is a catalogue of senseless disputes, intolerance, prejudice, persecution and crime; 
the clergy is ordinarily engaged in exploiting the gullibility of the people for its 
own profit; religions have invariably support tyrannical governments to further 
their own ambitions of domination; Scriptural ‘proofs’ of Christianity are 
worthless as objective historical evidence; theological dogmas are a maze of 
delusion and mystification on which no rational, just of useful social institution 
can be built.” (Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vol. IV, pp.49-50) 

 
This copy is wrapped in an old, multi-colored paper cover with a floral design. The 
paper has the pattern and impression showing through on the back side and it looks 
very much like a piece of wallpaper. The title page is browned along the right edge 
suggesting that the book at one time had another cover. There is a small part of title 
page missing along the upper, inside gutter (no loss of text). Someone has written in 
pencil in a European hand “1872” at the very bottom of the title page. Completely 
uncut. Despite the rather garish wraps, this is a very nice copy of this revolutionary Enlightenment work.  



 

 
 

1770  A Lovely Presentation Copy of Beattie’s Most Important Philosophical Work 

(The work that Hume called: “a horrible large lie in octavo”) 
 

BEATTIE James. An Essay on the Nature and Immutability of Truth; in Opposition to Sophistry and Scepticism, A. 
Kincaid & J. Bell, Edinburgh, 1770. 1 blank leaf = Inscription page + half-title + TP + [v]-viii = Contents + [1]-503 + 1 blank leaf, 
Octavo. First Edition, Presentation Copy. 

$ 4,500 
 
 

Inscribed on the first blank: “To The Right Hon ble / The Earl of Buchan / From the Author”.  
 

Above and to the right of this, Buchan has written: “Buchan / 1770” and below it: 
“Transferred to Margaret Countess of / Buchan by me at Drybugh Abbey Sunday / April 
6th 1794. Buchan”. 
 
David Steuart Erskine, the 11th Earl of Buchan [1742-1829], (styled Lord Cardross between 
1747 and 1767), was a Scottish antiquarian who founded the Society of Antiquities of 
Scotland in 1780. He studied at St, Andrews University and Edinburgh University before 
marrying his cousin Margaret Fraser in the fall of 1771 – the year after he received this 
presentation copy. He officially passed ownership of this copy to his wife with the formal 
inscription here dated 1794. They had no children. 
 
 

 
 
“Beattie’s philosophical reputation rests on his Essay on the 
Nature and Immutability of Truth, in Opposition to Sophistry 
and Scepticism (Edinburgh, 1770).  
 
Following Reid, Beattie argued that mankind is possessed of a 
faculty called common sense, which perceives truth by an 
instantaneous, instinctive, and irresistible impulse. It is natural, 
and it acts independently of our will. By attending to this faculty, 
we may provide ourselves with a set of incontrovertible first 
principles, safe from skeptical doubts.” (EP, Vol. 1, p. 262)  
 
Beattie’s principle targets were Berkeley and Hume but Hume 
received most of his vituperative indignation. Hume, who lived 
less than 100 miles away, “was angry; and some of his 
comments have been reported. Of the Essay on Truth he 
remarked: ‘Truth! there is no truth in it; it is a horrible large lie 
in octavo.’ And of its author he spoke as ‘that silly bigoted 
fellow, Beattie’.  
 
Still, the work enjoyed a great success. King George III was 
pleased and he rewarded the author with an annual pension. 
Oxford University conferred on Beattie the doctorate of Civil 
Law.” (Copelston, Vol. 5, Part II, p. 177) 

 
 

Beautifully preserved, contemporary leather binding with gilt double 
lines inscribed on the front and back panels. The spine has five raised 
bands and the title in gilt lettering on a red field in the second 
compartment. With Lord Cardrof’s bookplate on the verso of the 
front cover and an old, ink signature in upper right corner of front fly 
leaf. A beautiful copy! 
 
 
 



 

 
 

1788                         Reid’s Last Major Work 
 

REID, Thomas. Essays on the Active Powers of Man, Printed for John Bell and G.G.J. & J. Robinson, Edinburgh, 1788. 1 blank 
leaf + half title + TP + [v]-vii + [1]-493 + [495] = Publisher’s Advertisements + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition. 

 
$ 2,750 

 

 
 
 
 
This, Reid’s last major work, appeared in the same 
year as Kant’s Critic der praktischen Vernunft: they 
are related in that both are, broadly, the ethical 
complement of the authors’ earlier works on 
epistemology.  
 
As in Reid’s Essays on the Intellectual Powers of 
Man, the target is Hume.  
 
“The sternest of Hume’s critics, [Reid] rejects all the 
variants on the moral sense or sentimentalist themes. 
It is indeed true that our judgements of moral 
approbation are accompanied by feelings of 
approval, when we contemplate some virtuous act. 
But the judgement is nonetheless a judgment not a 
feeling…. The common sense of mankind reveals to 
us certain premises or principles as self-evident 
because presupposed in all that we recognize as 
rational thought. This is as much true of the first 
premises of moral discourse as it is of the basic 
principles of logic and of scientific judgment.” (Neil 
MacCormick, ‘Law and Enlightenment’, in 
Campbell and Skinners, eds, The Origins and Nature 
of the Scottish Enlightenment (Edinburgh, 1982), p 
159.  
 
The work is further devoted to a defense of free 
agency against the various forms of determinism.  

 
 
Contemporary half calf with marbled boards with calf 
edges gilt ruled. Spines decorated in blind stamp and gilt 
lettering and lightly cracked, but extremely firm. A little 
discolored with joints very lightly rubbed. Bookplate 
removed from inside front cover, but with another small 
bookplate remaining there. Light, small early manuscript 
initials to title page. A bright and clean, wide-margined 
copy of this last major work by Reid.   
 
 

 

 



 

 
 

1794     First Edition of Five Early Lectures by Fichte 
 

FICHTE, Johann Gottlieb. Einige Vorlesungen über die Bestimmung des Gelehrten 
(Some Lectures on the Vocation of the Scholar), Christian Ernst Gabler, Jena und Leipzig, 
1794. TP + [i]-[vi] = Vorbericht + half title + [3]-124 + [125]-[133]. = Publisher’s 
advertisements + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo. First Edition. (Lauth/Jacob 13; 
Baumgartner/Jacobs A1.13x) 

$ 250 
First edition of five early academic lectures by Fichte. 

 
Contemporary grey boards with worn hand-written label on spine. Small rectangular stamp to 
front free end paper. Small oval stamp to TP (not affecting text). Overall, a lovely 
contemporary copy of this work. 
 
 
 

 
 

1796 / 97    First Editions of the Foundations of Fichte’s Practical System 
 

FICHTE, Johann Gottlieb. Grundlage des Naturrechts nach 
Principien der Wissenschaftslehre (The Foundation of Natural 
Rights following the Principles of the Science of Knowledge), 
Christian Ernst Gabler, Jena und Leipzig, 1796. TP + [i]-[xxi] = 
Einleitung + [1]-229 + [230] = Corrections, Octavo. First Edition. 
(Lauth/Jacob 21; Baumgartner/Jacobs A1.21x) 

 
Grundlage des Naturrechts nach Principien der Wissenschaftsslehre 
- Zweiter Theil oder Angewandtes Naturrecht (Part Two or Applied 
Natural Rights), Christian Ernst Gabler, Jena und Leipzig, 1797. TP + 
[1]-269, Octavo. First Edition. (Lauth/Jacob 21a; Baumgartner/Jacobs 
A1.21ax) 

$ 1,200 
 

"the practical [side of his system] was expounded in the 'Foundation 
of Natural Right', c. 1796, and the 'System of a Theory of Morals', 
1798" (PMM, p. 147).  
 
"But Fichte was very far from concentrating exclusively on the 
theoretical deduction of consciousness. He laid great stress on the 
moral end of the development of consciousness or, in more concrete 
terms, on the moral purpose of human existence. And we find him 
publishing in 1796 the Basis of Natural Right (Grundlage de 
Naturrechts) and in 1798 The System of Ethics (Das System der 
Sittenlehre). Both subjects are said to be treated 'according to the 
principles of the theory of science'... But the works are much more than 
mere appendages to the Wissenschaftslehre. For they display the true 
character of Fichte's philosophy, that is, as a system of ethical 
idealism." (Copelston, 7, I, p. 52) 

 
Contemporary quarter calf binding with marbled boards. Spine with gilt 
lettering, ornamental devices and four raised bands. From the library of Th. 
De Jonge, with his armorial bookplate. Minor foxing to text. An absolutely 
beautiful matched set.  


